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Cover Story

A Virtual Hero

Working as a Virtual Assistant you will run into a variety of people. Because we are
virtual we don’t get to view the people with whom we work. There are those of us
who will never get to meet the people with whom we work.
I found a Virtual Hero, Laura Legendary. Laura Legendary has been an advocate
for the elderly and disabled for more than 10 years. Five years ago she decided to
take advocacy to the internet. Laura created 3 different websites for caregivers,
health care professionals, products for the disabled and general disability
advocacy.
Five years ago you could not find one thing on disability advocacy or products. Today you will find hundreds of sites on advocacy but you will still find a limited
number of sites for products to assist the elderly and disabled.
Laura’s new mission is to make more people aware of products and services that
are available to those who are elderly, those with disabilities and those who care
for the elderly and disabled.
Who is Laura Legendary? Laura Legendary is an award-winning speaker and is
a vocal advocate for people with disabilities. She travels extensively presenting
content on the Americans with Disabilities act, workplace issues and hiring practices, assistive technologies, and disability awareness and communication.
As an educator, Laura has authored three course curricula and student handbooks
certified by the State of Washington as best practices training for in-home health
care providers. For over ten years, she has educated thousands of home care
workers to help them more effectively interact with their clients who are elderly or
disabled. Appearing before audiences ranging from corporate professionals to
community leaders and non-profit groups, Laura's presentation style has earned
her the moniker "The Eloquent Advocate."
Ms. Legendary has been featured in both local newspapers and business journals
for her leadership and community service. Her articles have appeared in dozens of
online and print publications around the world, including Stitches Magazine, Toastmasters International Magazine, Guide Dogs for the Blind News, Diversity World
Magazine and the University of Oregon to name a few. She has also served as a
volunteer on ADA advisory committees for Area Agencies on Aging and the local
transit authority.
Ms. Legendary was educated at California State University, Northridge, and mastered the Vocational Independence Program at the Blind Foundation of America in
Los Angeles, California. A Southern California native, Laura now resides in central
Washington State.
“My experience has been that when it comes to interacting with people who have
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A Virtual Hero

disabilities, most of us want to do the right thing, we just don't know what the
right thing is. No matter what the current mores may be, dictated to us by the
dominating political correctness culture, the right thing, in my view, is to treat one
another with dignity and respect. I strive to improve the quality of life for people
with disabilities by educating those with whom they interact. In America, we are
about to usher in a new era of disease and disability, and our society is woefully
unprepared for this growing demographic.
My life's work is to lend my voice to those who have no voice of their own” said
Laura.
Currently Laura is working on creating a new way to educate virtual assistants,
virtual entrepreneurs, small business owners, large business owners, health care
providers, health care professionals and care givers through a new portal, the
internet.
Laura will be creating continuing education courses, live seminars and materials
which will be made available online for those who work with or want to work with
individuals with disabilities.
“If you are a virtual assistant who can communicate effectively, learn independently and have the mindset that not everyone will be like you, then you are the
right type of virtual assistant to work with a person who has disabilities.
There are millions of us, those with disabilities, who run our own businesses and
need virtual assistants to be our eyes, ears or hands. Because we cannot hear, see
or type does not mean we do not run our own businesses. Most of us are virtual
entrepreneurs.” Laura continued.
“As a virtual assistant it is imperative you understand how to work with those who
are elderly or disabled. That is why I am creating this new avenue for education
and awareness. To educate those who work with the elderly and disabled.” Laura
said.
At heart, Laura is an educator and trainer, and will bring real gravitas with a light
touch. Using a blend of humor and storytelling, Laura will raise your awareness
and lift your spirits.
To learn more about Laura Legendary please visit www.eloquentinsights.com or if you are
in need of in-home health care products please visit www.inhomeinsights.com and if you
are in need of more information or products for assistive technology please visit
www.accessibleinsights.info.
Disability is not a brave struggle or courage in the face of adversity. Disability is an art and
an ingenious way to live.--Neil Marcus, PLAYWRIGHT

Copyright 2009 Andrea Jackson All rights reserved.
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WWW.ELOQUENTINSIGHTS.COM
Purchase Your Copy today! $10.00

81 Bits of Insight into Coping With Vision Loss offers tips for communicating,
coping, and care-giving. Whether you have low vision or no vision, you will
learn creative ways to organize your home and work environment, simplify frustrating tasks, and plan coping strategies so you can be more independent and
enjoy a greater quality of life. This booklet is also for you if you know someone
with vision loss. Discover effective, respectful ways to assist and accommodate
without compromising personal dignity. Laura Legendary is a speaker, author,
and educator specializing in disability awareness, advocacy, accessibility, and
assistive technology. Since the late 1990's, Laura has educated thousands of inhome care professionals about the best practices for interacting with clients
who have disabilities.
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Tech Talk
This is a continuation from last month’s issue. ‘10 Safety
Tips to keep your Computer Running Smoothly.’ We will
discuss one safety tip in detail each month.
#1 Backing up your files and email messages
I have included a link below which will walk you through the
process of backing up your Windows computer. Backing up
your files is easy enough to do but, unfortunately, many people don’t and the
chance of losing your files is always present. I back up my computer using three
different methods. Nothing is failsafe – even the program that you may be
currently using right now to backup your own computer files. So, if you have files
that you cannot afford to lose or be without, take heed and watch the below video.
By Jo-Carole Carpenter

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tW4UR1bERKs
Why you need to backup your files
Backing up your computer files should be done by anyone who has anything worth
saving. The list below, are a few reasons why you need a good backup system (or
two or three) in place.
 If you have irreplaceable files;
 If you have a business;
 If you have family photos;
 If you have music files;
 If you have video files.
Business files
If you lose your files just think of the impact that will have on your business. It
will have short-term and even long-term effects. If you lose your clients’ files,
what do you think that says about your trustworthiness? You can hope they have
duplicates on their own computers; if they don’t you may even be liable for any
financial losses incurred that they would sustain due to a data loss.
Don’t forget that if you have to take a huge amount of time to replace your
computer files, how much time will be left to service your clients? If you aren’t
available to provide services, they may find someone else to do the work. You
may never see this client again. I have seen some clients ask providers in
advance how they back up their data files since this is such an important part of
doing business for every business owner. What good is a business without
records?
What kind of business files are we talking about here?
Your own business files and all of your clients’ files. Consider the below types
of files:

 Completed work files
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 Files being worked on
 Financial records
 Data bases with client names, numbers, email addresses and other important
information that you need to know

Personal files
Do you have family photos, personal documents, financial spreadsheets, perhaps
social security numbers, and bank account numbers on your computer? By the
way, I never store personal or confidential information of any kind on any of my
computers. Backed up or not, I just don’t think it’s safe! Those are the files that I
keep in my own office locked up, if necessary. Use an index box, a loose leaf
book, tablet or whatever method works for you. I make sure that my own
personal and confidential paperwork is secured under ‘lock and key.’
Losing irreplaceable data can have a major effect on your business which will
inevitability domino down to your personal life. If you had to research and retype
all of the lost files that weren’t backed up on your computer, think of how many
hours it would it take to replicate every single file? If that was even possible at all!
Now multiply the amount of hours by your hourly rate to get a ballpark figure of
what a loss like that would cost you. You probably have years worth of data on
your computer. Check your receipt for the date that you purchased your
computer, this will tell you right away! On my own computer, I have 101,658 files
backed up. I have no idea what is in most of them, but it doesn’t matter, I don’t
need to know since every single file is backed up by three different backup
providers.
How your data can disappear
Some things that can contribute to you losing your computer files are: viruses,
fire/water damage, power surges (make sure you have the right power surge
protector for your computer since there are different surge protectors for different
products). Don’t just buy the cheapest one you find. Buy the right one for your
computer. Stolen laptops are another way for your data to be lost.
How to backup files
1. Back up your files on a regular basis.
2. Use multiple backup systems in case one fails (there is no guarantee that
your providers’ server will never fail either.
3. Randomly check your backup systems to ensure they are being backed up
properly.
4. On those really important files I always print out a hard copy and store it in
a safe place.
Tip: Always remove your external drive after backing up your files. If your
computer goes down it will take the external drive with it.
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Backup methods to consider






Backing up on a CD or DVD disk
Backing up on a removable hard drive
Sending important files as an attachment to your email address
Sending important files as an attachment to another email address such as
your family or friends. This is what I would consider a ‘temporary fix’ as you
don’t know how safe the destination computer is. You have more control over
your own computer than anyone else’s. You may want to inquire first how they
secure their own computer before forwarding any files.

 Remote online backup providers
 Online storage space providers
How I backup my own files
 A remote backup system that scans my hard drive files, including my
emails. This runs seamlessly in the background.
 An automatic external drive so all I have to do is connect the USB into
the USB port and it immediately starts backing up. There is nothing I
have to do except plug it in.
 I also have an older external drive that I used to use for my file backups.
It takes a huge amount of time and there are better backup systems
available now. I only keep it on hand for small projects that I need to
take with me. It also serves as a storage space for emergency files.
 A thumb drive that I use for small projects and also for portability purposes.
Personally I would love my files to start backing up as soon as I click the ‘save’
button. But the next best thing is daily backups. Backing up multiple ways lets
me sleep at night.
What
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

I don’t store on my computer, ever
Passwords for any of my email accounts
Login information for online sites where I am a member
Social security numbers
Important dates like birthdates and anniversary dates
Bank account numbers
Legal information
Family names, addresses, and phone numbers
Email addresses outside of my email address book

I know some people will disagree with me here and that is their own opinion and
rightfully so. There are software programs available for password protection.
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I just feel that I can protect myself better than any program out there.
I don’t worry about any hacker getting into my manila folders that I keep on my
office desk or in a more secure area of my home.
Storage space providers
Two storage options you may want to check out are www.sugarsync.com and
www.dropbox.com.
Sugarsync has four different plans, each with a trial period. Go to http://
www.sugarsync.com/sync_comparison.html to see how they stack up
against other providers.
Dropbox has a ‘video tour’ so you can see how it works.
Free Storage
For free storage try: www.rapidshare.com and www.4shared.com.

 Try your Webhost provider where you keep your Website hosted. They may
allow you to backup your data up to a certain size.
 Windows has their own backup system you may want to check out. It is part of
the Windows platform. I do not use it myself, but if you want a free alternative,
check it out.
GDate APIs allows you to upload files from your local machine and store them in
Google Documents, then attach those to a script to automate everything.

Note: before I decide to go with a provider, whether it is free or I have to pay for
it, I always search for reviews using Google.
External Drives
Note: if you decide to back up your files on an external hard drive, it is even more
essential that you back up other ways. External hard drives don’t last forever;
they can die suddenly.
Restoring files after they are gone
If you think that it’s ok NOT to backup your files because you can always call in a
computer expert to do the job, think again. It is very hard to restore data files
once they are gone. That is why the rates for data restoration usually are not
listed next to the other computer services. If they can be restored at all, expect to
pay a huge price for it! My college professor who is a computer forensics expert
told me there are no guarantees in data restoration. As the old saying goes “an
ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure.’ This certainly applies in this case.
There is no warning that your computer will crash. When you see the BSOD, you
know you are in BIG trouble.
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Encryption
If your files are highly confidential and cannot afford to be broken into or lost, then
you may want to encrypt them first and find a safe place to store them at home.
Storing a second copy in another location, such as a friend’s house or even a safe
deposit box would be ideal. Here is a free resource for encrypting your flash drive
and hard disk drive. http://www.truecrypt.org/.
Now you know why you should be backing up all of your computer files on each
computer that you own. Taking the time now will save you a lot of grief later on.
Hold on to your money and hold on to your clients. Take the proper steps to secure your data files now before the unthinkable happens!
Conclusion

1. Find out which backup system(s) work best for you and then start backing up.
Do random checks to make sure that the data is being backed up without any
problems. No matter what system you use it does not do you any good if file restoration does not work when you need it.
JoCarole Carpenter, President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole is a seasoned
Virtual Assistant and entrepreneur with over 25 years of experience in upper level
management and administration. JoCarole’s specialty is providing solutions for
solopreneurs.
Copyright 2009 JoCarole Carpenter All rights reserved 2009.

Disclaimer:
The information in this article is solely my opinion only and as such, I hereby disclaim any legal liabilities or responsibility for the content in this document and any
video clips which are embedded in same document, any inaccuracies, typographic
errors, information that is not correct in any shape, way or form. Anyone reading
this document is doing so at their own risk and assumes responsibility for same. I
do not recommend any product or service that may be part of this document. I
am not dispensing any legal or professional advice, nor am I prescribing any treatment or strategy. It is advised that you contact a professional for any computer
technology problems or questions that you may have. Information is only given
for educational and/or entertainment purposes only.

TIP: Writing and submitting quality articles for inclusion in The
Virtual Entrepreneur can significantly boost highly pre-qualified
traffic to your website(s).
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Top 10 Tips To Ensure That Your First (or Next)
Networking Event Runs With Success!
One of the best ways to gain new clients, even in this virtual world
that we live in is still the old-fashioned, most-trusted way - face-to
-face networking. But what if you have never networked before? What do you
say? What do you take with you (apart from your phone, handbag, and/or briefcase)? And what on earth do you wear?

By Julia Neal

Every business owner may be in this situation at some point, and those who have
been in business a long time may need a refresher guide once in a while. If you
follow these 10 steps then you can assure that your first or next Networking Event
will be as pain-free as possible!
Try to make connections before the event. Tweet a generic message saying "Who's coming to “A.Town's” Networking Meeting Next Week?" If
some people reply, it'll be much easier on the event night as you’ll be able
to recognize who you have been ‘networking’ with, and they will help you
gain new contacts as well!
Dress semi-casual. No need for a full suit - just dress trousers and a nice top/
sweater will be fine. If there is a coat hanger at the event or a cloak room
then ask to put your coat in there while networking. If you have to wear
boots on the way to the event then remember to change into nice shoes
when you get to the location - and don’t forget to put your boots into the
cloakroom with your coat before you start networking!
Get there early. Plan your transportation beforehand and find out what train/
bus/metro to catch, or arrange a ride if necessary. If you walk in late, you
will find it harder to meet people who are already engaged in conversations. You should only have water, teas, or soft drinks at these events as
YOU are representing YOUR company - you should present a professional
image at all times.
Introduce yourself first. Everyone at the event is there for the same thing
you are, to make some new connections that may provide future business
opportunities and share ideas. The first words you should say are "I'm
XXX, I'm a Virtual Assistant (or whatever you describe yourself!) and I
specialize in THESE services. DO NOT say that you are there to gain new
clients. This will immediately antagonize anyone you meet.
Pick up a nametag. duh right? There should be one at the event already but if
there isn't you can create one before you get there and include your company logo and your name . The name tag is the first thing everyone looks
at when walking around and it will help people to remember you!
Be prepared to tell people exactly what you can do for them. You can do
a bit of prepping on this one. You can outline what services you provide
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Top 10 Tips To Ensure That Your First (or Next) Networking
Event Runs With Success! continued...
(i.e. say that you provide word processing including writing letters, producing
reports, doing Desk Top Publishing, etc.) and then ask them what they do
and then you can strike up a conversation! Remember your elevator
speech? This is where you use it!
Relax! Don’t be afraid to go right up to someone and say hi! You will only be
received with a big smile and a hand shake. It will become easier the
more times you do it, so believe in yourself and break the ice!
Bring business cards and a pen (and brochures/post cards if you have
them). These are really the only things you need on your person. When
someone gives you a business card, after you’re done talking to them
write a note on the card to help you remember who they are and your
conversation with them. You can also take a small notepad if you wish
and write on that to take notes if there's no space on the business cards.
Make sure your materials are close to hand while you’re at the event keep your business cards and pen in one hand and keep the other hand
free for hand-shakes, holding your drink, etc. If you do take a handbag/
briefcase with you, then make sure that only the essentials are in there cell phone (silenced or turned off), business cards, note pad, pen, keys,
etc. This will prevent you from spending time trying to find the item(s)
you need – it is even better to use one of your pockets on your handbag/
briefcase/jacket to keep your business card and pen in - ensuring that one
hand is free for shaking!
Know when to stop talking. Some people you meet will want to have long,
interesting conversations with you. Others will want to know who you are,
what you do, get your information, and move on to the next person. It’s
not hard to pick up on the vibe that someone doesn’t want to talk to you
anymore. Say “it was great to meet you” and move on.
Follow up with your new connections the next day. Follow-up of any
nature is an IMPORTANT part of creating connections. Send an email the
next day saying "Hi xxx, it was great chatting with you yesterday at XXX."
You can also list how you can help the contact's business, referring to the
notes you've made at the networking event. ALWAYS say "If you have any
questions then please do not hesitate to contact me" - AND PUT DOWN
YOUR PHONE NUMBER as some people may be too busy to respond to an
email.
Hopefully the above tips will help you with your networking - and, if you don’t get
a client this month, there’s always next month - practice makes perfect!
Julia Neal is a UK-based Virtual Assistant who provides Secretarial Support to Busy Professionals. Julia provides a
wide-range of services and is planning on expanding her services in the new year. For more information please
email Julia at julia@julianeal.tk or visit her website, http://www.julianeal.tk
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Bloginophobia – The Fear of Blogging
by Andrea South
Did you know that there are over 11 million links on Google with the subject "fear
of blogging?" That is an insane amount of links.
My thought on this whole fear of blogging is this: Most of the people who posted,
talked about having a fear of blogging, typed it out on a forum and or a blog! Isn't
that a bit contradictory?
That would be like me going on a stage in front of a hundreds of people and telling
them, "I have a fear of public speaking."
I would be speaking in public at the time, so how silly would I look telling people
that I have a fear of public speaking, while I'm publicly speaking?
They should come up with a "cool" name for the fear of blogging.
Bovinophobia, aka: fear of cows; is an awesome name. So, something like
Bloginophobia might be good for having a fear of blogging.
Andrea South is an established graphic designer and entrepreneur. Andrea creates
unique and artistic logos and website designs. To learn more about Andrea and
her work please visit http://www.asouthdesign.com.

Doing Graphic Design Your Way!
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ACTION JACKSON
VIRTUAL ASSISTANT
VIRTUAL ASSISTANCE AT YOUR FINGERTIPS
If you can think of it we can do it for you!

What our customers are saying:


Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson VA is the epitome of a professional VA.



Andrea is such a great person to work with and I value her independence and
creativeness.



Thank you so much for the great service.

Our Services
Accounting Services

Online Services

Administrative/Clerical Services

Photography Services

Bankruptcy Assistant Services

Small Projects

Coaching Services

Transcription Services

Document Creation Services

Real Estate Assistant Services

Marketing And Social Media Services

Contact us today for your free consultation!
Phone:1-800-745-0742 Website: www.actionjacksonva.com
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Copyright Infringement and Plagiarism
by Andrea Jackson

Copyright Infringements Definition cited from
Wikipedia: "Copyright violation" .”
“Copyright infringement (or copyright violation) is
the unauthorized use of material that is covered by
copyright law, in a manner that violates one of the
copyright owner's exclusive rights, such as the right to
reproduce or perform the copyrighted work, or to make
derivative works.
For electronic and audio-visual media, unauthorized
reproduction and distribution is also commonly referred to
An advertisement for
as piracy (an early reference was made by Daniel Defoe
copyright and patent
in 1703 when he said of his novel True-born Englishman: preparation services from
1906, when copyright
"It’s being Printed again and again, by Pyrates"[2]).
registration formalities
were still required in the
US.

The practice of labeling the act of infringement as "piracy"
actually predates copyright itself. Even prior to the 1709
enactment of the Statute of Anne, generally recognized as
the first copyright law, the Stationers' Company of London in 1557 received a
Royal Charter giving the company a monopoly on publication and tasking it with
enforcing the charter. Those who violated the charter were
labeled pirates as early as 1603.[3]

The legal basis for this usage dates from the same era, and has been consistently
applied until the present time.[4][5] Critics of the use of the term "piracy" to
describe such practices contend that it is pejorative and unfairly equates copyright
infringement with more sinister activity,[6] though courts often hold that under law
the two terms are interchangeable.[7]
As a virtual assistant and or virtual entrepreneur it is required that you are aware
of the copyright laws. Copyright laws are created to protect the proprietary goods,
information and documents of the originating owner.
For instance, if you have a logo created for your website, you place that logo on
your website, and later find out that your logo was a copy and redone, in a
different color with different wording, then, by law, you must report that logo
creator to the owner of the original copyright.
This is considered a Federal and Civil Crime, the originating owner can decide to
report it to the FBI or obtain an attorney to sue for damages. Either way the
originating owner can do both.
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The actual Law can be found in Title 17 of the United States Code. You must
remove the logo from your website immediately.
The myth of copyrighting: “Please be advised that there is no provision in the
copyright law or the practices of the Copyright Office regarding any type of
protection known as the “poor man's copyright.” The mere act of placing a copy in
the mail addressed to oneself does not secure statutory copyright protection for
the work, nor will it serve as a substitute for registration of a claim to copyright in
this Office in terms of legal and evidentiary value.” cited from Title 17 of the
United States Code.
“Do I have to register with the Copyright Office to be protected?
No. In general, registration is voluntary. Copyright exists from the moment the
work is created. You will have to register, however, if you wish to bring a lawsuit
for infringement of a U.S. work. See Circular 1, Copyright Basics, section
“Copyright Registration.”
“Amendments to the 1976 Copyright Act
With the passage of the No Electronic Theft Act (NET Act), U.S. copyright law was
changed to allow for the civil and criminal prosecution of persons allegedly
engaged in copying of copyrighted works without permission that did not result in
personal financial gain; historically, the criminal copyright law required
infringement to be for financial gain. Among other things, the NET Act altered the
definition of financial gain to include bartering and trading. In addition, under this
U.S. law, members of software piracy groups could also be prosecuted for
participation in a criminal enterprise.” Cited from Wikipedia.
“§ 506. Criminal offenses – Cited from Cornell University of Law
(a) Criminal Infringement.
(1) In general.— Any person who willfully infringes a copyright shall be
punished as provided under section 2319 of title 18, if the infringement was
committed (A) for purposes of commercial advantage or private financial gain; (B)
by the reproduction or distribution, including by electronic means, during any
180–day period, of 1 or more copies or phonorecords of 1 or more copyrighted
works, which have a total retail value of more than $1,000; or (C) by the
distribution of a work being prepared for commercial distribution, by making it
available on a computer network accessible to members of the public, if such
person knew or should have known that the work was intended for
commercial distribution.”
Plagiarism
Definition cited from Wikipedia:
“Plagiarism, as defined in the 1995 Random House Compact Unabridged
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Dictionary, is the "use or close imitation of the language and thoughts of another
author and the representation of them as one's own original work."[1] Within
academia, plagiarism by students, professors, or researchers is considered
academic dishonesty or academic fraud and offenders are subject to academic
censure, up to and including expulsion. In journalism, plagiarism is considered a
breach of journalistic ethics, and reporters caught plagiarizing typically face
disciplinary measures ranging from suspension to termination. Some individuals
caught plagiarizing in academic or journalistic contexts claim that they plagiarized
unintentionally, by failing to include quotations or give the appropriate citation.
While plagiarism in scholarship and journalism has a centuries-old history, the
development of the Internet, where articles appear as electronic text, has made
the physical act of copying the work of others much easier.
Plagiarism is not the same as copyright infringement. While both terms may apply
to a particular act, they are different transgressions. Copyright infringement is a
violation of the rights of a copyright holder, when material protected by copyright
is used without consent. On the other hand, plagiarism is concerned with the unearned increment to the plagiarizing author's reputation that is achieved through
false claims of authorship.”
A sample of Plagiarism: Cited from http://www.plagiarism.org
“Macbeth Manuscript from the Internet (Intro Paragraph)
Macbeth is presented as a mature man of definitely established character, successful in certain fields of activity and enjoying an enviable reputation. We must
not conclude, there, that all his volitions and actions are predictable; Macbeth's
character, like any other man's at a given moment, is what is being made out of
potentialities plus environment, and no one, not even Macbeth himself, can know
all his inordinate self-love whose actions are discovered to be-and no doubt have
been for a long time-determined mainly by an inordinate desire for some temporal
or mutable good.
Same Manuscript with Modified Words
Macbeth is shown as an empowered man of well-established character, prosperous
in several fields of life and enjoying an esteemed reputation. We mustn't conclude,
therefore, that all of his volitions and actions will be foreseeable; Macbeth's essence, like most other men at any given time, is what's being created out of potentialities and his environment, and no one, not even Macbeth himself, can discern all his immoderate self-love whose behaviors are found to be-and without
doubt have been for some time-determined primarily by an extreme desire for a
temporal or changeable good.”
Virtual assistants should stay away from copying other virtual assistant’s website
text; it is plagiarism! Whether you change up the words and/or steal snippets of
information, it still boils down to plagiarism.
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Copyright Infringement and Plagiarism

continued..

Another reason to keep from doing this is; what if a potential customer finds
two virtual assistant websites that have the exact same or similar website content?
Put yourself in their shoes, would you trust either one of those VA’s? Or would you
move on to a site that does not have the exact same information? Did you just
cost yourself and the other VA a potential client? You may find out later on that
damages have been incurred to the VA from whom you took this information or to
yourself if another VA took the information from you.
It is important to know the laws that govern the internet. As a professional virtual
assistant and business owner, you should and need to take the time to learn what
laws affect your business and what impact these laws have on your business.
There is no excuse not to know the law when it comes to being a business
owner.
Just because you are virtual does not mean you are above or hidden from the law.
Be respectful of other’s copyright and text information. Put yourself in their
shoes before you make the mistake of using their information to boost your website and/or text for your site.
Andrea Jackson, Owner of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant www.actionjacksonva.com Action Jackson Virtual Assistants are here to help you maximize your business growth and
assist you in your daily administrative, social media and graphic design needs. Visit our
site today to see how we can help you grow your business!

Virtual Office Goddess: (vûr ch - l) (ô f s) (g d s)
A being of supernatural administrative powers and attributes of business acumen with a particular talent for
small enterprise support through virtual assistance.
Why hire a mere mortal when you have access to a Goddess?

VA TIP OF THE MONTH
Create your own mailing postcards to save money. Set them up in MS Word using a 4x4 table in
landscape, and use a light grey dotted outline around the cells for ease of cutting. Design them yourself,
photocopy or print them on a standard 8.5x11 sheet of 110# white or colored cardstock, and cut them
apart by hand. Create only enough cards for your current mailing list; create/print ‘lead’ and
‘follow-up’ postcards at the same time and then mail them 4 weeks apart. Look for ‘color copy’ sales at
the office supply to make your logo ‘pop’ on the cards. (You can print your own business cards, too.)
The Virtual Office Goddess, LLC provides bookkeeping and office support services to small and
sole-proprietor businesses. Visit us today at www.virtualofficegoddess.com or call us at
(303) 437-3712 and schedule a free consultation to discuss how we can help.
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The Virtual Electronic Juggling Act!

reprint

The Virtual Electronic Juggling Act
How Simple Tools Aid in a Virtual World

By Kathya Kalinine

At first, I thought I was crazy...starting up my own business as a ‘freelancer’/
consultant/remote assistant? Who in the world would hire me to do the sort of
creative work I craved doing like newsletter design or business card layouts?
Would I know where to begin? How would I get my business started? Well, I
thought about doing this type of work for years—more than 5 to be exact — and
finally, after researching on the internet, I had discovered the world of Virtual
Assistants! It existed! Lucky me!
So, off I went — searching for and craving as much information as I could find.
That’s when I typed in a phrase in a search engine that lead me to
www.virtualassistantforums.com (VAF). I found my virtual assistant ‘heaven!’
There, I found out more information than I could ever have hoped to find… and it
flowed like a water faucet — all free, mind you! I still use this forum every day,
and every day it continues to be a valuable tool for me to launch Emerald Virtual
Solutions (EVS) all WHILE I hold a full time job. I will have a full time day job until
EVS becomes successful enough to where I can keep busy doing work solely for
my company.
After spending many hours on line at the VAF community, I came up with my
company name, drafted my vision of a logo for EVS and watched my dream
become a reality. That was a little over a month ago. I received so much positive
inspiration from those who were (and still are!) successful at this and they
continue to inspire me. All this from beautiful technology!
But, here I sit… still waiting for that first client to ring my ‘virtual doorbell.’ There
is SO much I want to do to promote my business and so much time that I literally
don’t have… that’s because I have a full time job — oh yeah, I forgot about that —
my full time job. But with all the incredible amount of resources out there and the
immediate satisfaction of having everything at our fingertips in lightening-flash
speed, you’d think that we would be able to launch a business in the same
manner. It isn’t so, unfortunately. In this modern age of internet telephones,
mobile phones, PDAs and other electronic gadgets, you still have to do your basic
research — whether that be on the internet, in a magazine, buying a book (okay,
Kindle, too, for those of you who are techies!) or simply scouring articles at your
local library.
Juggling a full time job while launching a new business is certainly no small feat. It
has taught me how to multitask like I never have before—and I’m doing a great
job of it, I might add! It has also taught me how to manage my time.
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Here are some simple words of wisdom I have to share with all of
you aspiring VAs who are embarking on this journey in the same
fashion as me…
As rudimentary as this sounds, buy a notebook and make it your VA
bible. Yes, I know we’re all virtual, but often times, when you work
from multiple devices such as a trusty iPod Touch (I LOVE mine, by
the way!) or another computer, you’re at the mercy of someone
else’s firewalls or wireless connectivity access. That is completely
immobilizing to me.
I keep a notebook that is small enough to fit in my purse but can capture anything
I need to write down.
Here’s what I use that notebook for:


Writing down all those important logins and passwords — like your VAF
membership, FaceBook, Skype — to name a few. There are so many and it’s
really a good precautionary way of making sure you have some sort of tangible
back up.



Keeping all your account information handy, such as, your web hosting, your
email location and/or web-site, your bank information, your credit card
numbers (only list the last 4 digits of your card numbers and list the phone
numbers to the banks associated with them in case they get lost)
Writing down your weekly goals (I actually do this during a work lunch break at
my employer's site so I can keep the momentum of EVS going and make sure I
don’t miss any important deadlines that I’ve set for myself)
While on the go, jotting down the name of a website (a potential client?) I see;
they could be decals on the back of a vehicle, signs on the road, information on
a local community bulletin board, etc. Note: please do not attempt to “write
and drive” — please pull over or use a parking lot breather to capture
necessary info.
Writing down someone’s email or phone number — I’ve run into so many
people in our local community around town and I can never seem to find that
trusty scratch piece of paper when I want to find a way to get in touch with
them
Capturing a fleeting (but brilliant!) thought that will somehow aid in your
business — we’ve all had them. You know, an “Ah-ha!” or “I-should-havethought-of-that!” moment. I’ve had so many of them, but getting interrupted
by a phone call, I lose the brilliant thought and at the end of the day, I can’t
remember it.
Holding business cards — my notebook has a little pocket that holds my cards
so that I have quick access to them while being at the ready to capture
information about someone I meet (perhaps a brief description of where
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met them. There are so many more ways to use this seemingly archaic tool and
I’m sure some of you reading this have more ideas, so don’t be afraid to create
your own system.
Here’s an update for you… My computer just got infected by a nasty virus that
brought my creative flow and work to a halt — yes, the entire thing just crashed!
Luckily, after my patient husband spent the entire morning fixing my computer,
we finally got her up and running… thank goodness for my paper notebook — all
my passwords and information was in there in case he needed it.
While the concept of carrying around a notebook may seem elementary, I find it
nearly impossible to survive without. I have become better organized and better
able to manage my time — and part of that success is attributed to writing
everything down… in my trusty little paper — yes, paper! — notebook.

A full service virtual office administrative
support system designed to help you focus
on building your business while leaving all
the administrative tasks to a professional.
Emerald Virtual Solutions--the solution for you!
Phone: 206.683.2100 | Fax: 206.202.4733
http://www.emeraldvirtual.com | kathya@emeraldvirtual.com

E-mail Etiquette Tip
Do not forward e-mails unless you can take the time to write a
personal comment to the person to whom you are forwarding.
Courtesy of NetManners.com
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The Virtual Entrepreneur Word Search Puzzle

Answers to lasts months crossword puzzle.
Across
1.
7.
8.
10.
12.
13.
15.
17.
18.

Down

CSS—Cascading Style Sheets
CONTRACTOR—This is a person who is NOT an employee.
HARDWARE—A piece of equipment.
RFP—Request For Proposals
MEDIA—Journalist are in a group called the?
VBA—A person who works with only one type of lawyer.
DESIGNER—This person is creative and artistic.
WRITERS—Those who are great with words
ASSISTANT—Those who help others

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
9.
10.
11.
12.
14.
16.

SOFTWARE—A program that is installed on your
computer.
BOOKKEEPER—Someone who knows how to calculate
HTML—Hyper Text Markup Language
PARALEGAL—A person who works with all types of
attorneys
SOCIAL—These people enjoy talking with others
WORD—We use this to create letters, memos etc.
REVAS—Real estate agents rely heavily on these people.
GRAPHICS—These are pictures that are drawn on the
computer.
MARKETING—When people advertise it is called?
VIRTUAL—Being Online
CLIENT—A person who needs assistance

The Answer key will be provided with a new puzzle in the next issue so, stay tuned!
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Subscribe to The Virtual Entrepreneur
About The Virtual Entrepreneur
This EZINE was created for Virtual Entrepreneurs. Whether you
are just starting out in your new virtual business or you’re a
veteran virtual entrepreneur you will benefit from the TVE!
You will find helpful tips, tricks and how-to's as well up to date articles
written by VE's just like you! These articles will encompass all facets of
working virtually.
We are dedicated to helping promote, assist, and create new avenues for
your virtual needs.
If you are interested in submitting an article or want to advertise in our
EZINE please email tve@actionjacksonva.com
Advertising Rates are as follows:
1/4 page
1/2 page
Full page

- $25.00
- $50.00
- $75.00

per month
per month
per month

Deadline for article submission and advertisements is: The 9th of each
month.
We hope you enjoy the TVE and if you do, please send us a note to be
included in an issue :)
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson, Publisher

Sign up today to receive your copy of
The Virtual Entrepreneur!
To unsubscribe click here.

Celebrating the Virtual Entrepreneur In You!
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The Virtual Grant Writer: The Series
Getting to Know Your Client: The Importance of Communication
by Cathryn T. Branch
In my last article, I presented what I believe to be the fundamentals of becoming
a virtual grant writer – communication, research, organization and time
management. This month we’ll delve more deeply into the skill of communication.
Wikipedia defines communication as the process of transforming information
from one entity to another. So how does this transformation occur? The
transformation can take place from one-on-one interaction to one individual giving
a speech or lecture to hundreds of people. Communication involves sharing
information, thoughts and ideas, and having them received by another.
Grant writing requires that all parties involved from the grant writer, the agency
needing the funds and the sponsor (the organization providing the resource) be
actively engaged in the grant writing process from beginning to end. Although the
communication between all parties is necessary at some point, the proposal
cannot be completed without active interaction between the virtual grant writer
and their client. In this case communication involves a series of questions that
allows the VA to, as I like to call it “get to know your client.” In order to formulate
a “relationship” with your client you should be able to complete the following
questions – Who, What, When, Where and Why?
Who is your client? When you begin the process of creating a proposal it is
important to learn all you can about your client. In the beginning there should
be, for lack of a better term, sort of a "courtship" where you get to know with
whom you are partnering. The more you know, the better off you will be – know
the history, present and future of your client. This will prepare you to write as an
insider and not simply someone who put information down on paper about a
program about which you really know nothing.
What do they do? Ask about the services that their program will provide. Find
out what may be different about their program or set them apart from another
organization that does the same thing. What they do also involves discussing how
they operate. What resources are available to them now that they are already in
operation? Do they have a board or group to whom they have to report?
When do they do it? Are the services provided at a certain period of time? Will
their project be ongoing and if so for how long? Remember you need to know
what your clients plans are for the future. This will allow you to be proactive later
on in looking for other opportunities.
Where do they do it? You need a detailed description of the group which is in
need of the resources. As the virtual grant writer you should feel as if you live in
this community and you understand their needs.
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The Virtual Grant Writer: The Series

continued...

Why do they do it? Your client should be able to provide a compelling argument
about the importance of their program. Why would a grant award impact their
program?
Once you begin to write the proposal for your client, you should feel like you are
actually a part of their organization. You need to know what they are trying to
achieve and why it is so important to them.
By asking your client these initial questions it will make way for a clearer picture
for the work that you need to accomplish. In a world filled with technology and
constant information at our fingertips, we can sometimes forget how significant it
is to have an actual conversation with someone. Passion, dedication and
excitement cannot be emitted through a website.
Copyright 2009 Cathryn Branch All rights reserved.

Providing your
company with the top
mailing lists in
today's market!
Whether you are looking to grow your
customer base, improve your ROI, enhance your
team's direct marketing skills, or gain competitive
advantage, Top Mailing Lists helps you succeed
through its vast array of resources.

www.topmailinglists.net
Learn to live with failure. Great salespeople are the ones who get
rejected the most often. They just ask for the order more than the
other salespeople. You are going to make mistakes. You are human.
Learn from these mistakes and move on.
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Windows Vista vs et al...
Not my favorite thing, but Windows 7 looks and feels like Windows Vista. It also
works like Windows Vista, in the sense that it has the same basic Windows
structure underneath, except for a very nice graphics upgrade to DX11. However,
it works much better than Windows Vista, and most of Windows Vista's
annoyances have either been removed, or changed so the system works the way
you like. It takes personalization to the max.
Microsoft has analyzed the data from millions of user computing sessions to find
out exactly what people do with their computers, and then attacked the reported
problems to make Windows 7 quicker and smoother. (About 15 million people
used the Windows 7 beta.)
The most obvious difference is that Windows 7 doesn't keep annoying you with
inane questions like, “are you really sure you want to do that?” In fact, you can
set the degree of annoyance on a sliding scale; though reducing it increases the
risk of security breaches. However, Windows 7 is vastly more secure than XP and,
in any case; the threat landscape has changed since XP was trashed by worms
such as Blaster and Slammer. Today, the more important security changes are in
the Internet Explorer 8 browser which defends against cross-site scripting.
Huge Advantage – Windows 7 Uses Fewer Resources
Where Windows Vista really needed 2GB of memory, Windows 7 will run quite
nicely on 1GB on a slow dual-core Intel processor.
This reduced file size and some optimization means Windows 7 sleeps and wakes
up faster (though it's still not in the same class as Mac OS X). Additionally, laptop
batteries should last longer.
Any PC that currently runs Windows Vista will be better at running Windows 7 and
it should also run on most PCs that will run XP SP2. (Search YouTube and you will
find users showing off by loading it on unsuitable systems, including antiques with
Pentium III chips.) The catch is that upgrading a PC running Windows XP requires
a clean installation of Windows 7: you can't do an in-place upgrade. However,
we've known for a dozen years that a clean installation of Windows usually works
better, and most computer professionals have generally recommended it. Indeed,
people used to reinstall Windows 95, 98 or Me just to clean up their systems. I
know I’ve done that for years to “clear away” problems that seem to crop up.
The Windows 7 interface has a few noticeable changes. First, the Windows Vista
sidebar has gone, but you can still use the clock and other gadgets, and you can
position them wherever you like. Second, the QuickLaunch area and the TaskBar
have been replaced by a combo-pack.
Instead of putting applications in the QuickLaunch area, you can now right-click
and pin them to the new-style Taskbar, alongside running applications.
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As in Windows Vista, hovering over a Taskbar icon shows one or more
mini-previews, depending on how many windows you're using, except now they're
interactive. Hovering over a mini-preview shows it full size on the desktop, while
right clicking provides a Jump List of options.
Another nice thing is now you can move TaskBar icons around to change the
order, like browser tabs.
There are a few party tricks that Windows 7 users can show their friends, such as
Aero Snaps, Aero Peek and Aero Shake. Aero Snaps lets you put two applications
side by side for easy comparison and copy-and-paste. Aero Peek makes open
windows temporarily transparent so you can see what's on your desktop. Aero
Shake means that if you shake a window, all the other windows will disappear. All
are both useful and fun.
The My Documents section has been reorganized under one heading, Libraries.
This includes Documents, Music, Pictures, and Videos, with Windows 7 sorting
things into these "shell folders". Each of these has two subfolders, such as My
Music and Public Music. This makes it easier to keep stuff you want to share away
from stuff you want to keep to yourself.
Sharing is an important part of Windows 7. It has a HomeGroup feature that
makes it very easy to set up a home network and share things. It only works with
Windows 7 machines. Right-click a photo, for example, select Share, and this
gives you four options: Nobody, HomeGroup (Read), HomeGroup (Read/Write)
and Specific People. "Plays to" lets you display a video, for example, on a different
PC.
Support for the consumer electronics industry's DLNA (Digital Living Network
Alliance) standard should help Windows 7 PCs work with other devices.
There are also some "location awareness" features where Windows 7 figures out
where you are — on a home network or an office network, for example — and
selects the appropriate printer. There's a section of the control panel, Location and
Other Sensors, where sensors can be installed and controlled. One example is
"adaptive brightness": if your PC has a light sensor, Windows 7 will adjust the
screen brightness to match.
Multi-touch is also supported, if you have the hardware to take advantage of it.
There is an emerging flood of laptops with multi-touch pads and new all-in-ones
with multi-touch screens.
When it comes to Windows applications, the very old ones have been dramatically
improved. Paint and WordPad now have "ribbon interfaces" like Office 2007, and
both the Calculator and command shell (PowerShell) are much more powerful than
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before. Technically, several standard applications have also been removed from
the operating system, though I expect most PC manufacturers will install them.
What Microsoft has done is decouple the Windows Live Essentials suite of
applications – Mail, Messenger, Photo Gallery, Movie Maker, etc – from the
operating system. It means the Live programs can be updated from the web every
six or nine months, or whatever, instead of on a three-year operating system
development cycle. It also reduces the attack area for anti-trust complaints.
One thing you get with this new operating system is Windows Defender and an
improved firewall. This is proven technology and should be helpful in the long run.
In my opinion, Windows 7 is generally good, and some Windows fans already say
it's better than Apples’ Mac OS X. It's certainly easier to use than Mac OS X if you
are already familiar with the Windows way of doing things. Also, Windows 7 has so
far proved to be a lot less buggy than Apples’ Snow Leopard, which has even lost
users' data.
If you dig into Windows 7 you will, of course, find numerous relics from the past,
going right back through Windows 95 to DOS. However, Microsofts’ business
depends on running millions of programs that stretch back decades, supporting
vast numbers of peripherals, and providing a platform for thousands of competing
manufacturers who make everything from handhelds and tablet PCs to racks of
data-center mainframes.
I'm a full-time Windows XP user who didn't upgrade to Windows Vista on my main
PC, but I can't see a good reason for sticking with XP now that it looks doomed.
Windows 7 is a long way from being perfect, and it's not an essential upgrade if
you're happy with XP. But nor is there a real reason to avoid it. Windows 7 is
simply the best version of Windows you can get.
Below is a table from the Microsoft website comparing Windows XP, Windows Vista
and new Windows 7.

(

= improved)

Windows XP

Windows Vista

Windows 7

Feature

Simplifies everyday tasks
Multitask
more easily.

Windows
Taskbar

Chat and
share with
free photo, email, and IM
programs.

Windows Live
Essentials
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Chat and share with free
photo, e-mail, and IM
programs.

Windows Live
Essentials

Browse the web easily
and more safely.

Internet Explorer 8

Find files and programs
instantly.

Windows Search

Open programs and files
you use most in a click
or two.

Jump Lists

Connect to any available
wireless network in just
three clicks.

View Available
Networks

Navigate lots of open
windows more quickly.

Peek, Shake, Snap

Easily share files, photos, and music on your
home network.

HomeGroup

Print to a single printer
from any PC in the
house.

HomeGroup

Manage printers, cameras, and other devices
better.

Device Stage

Organize lots of files,
documents, and photos
effortlessly.

Windows Libraries
Works the way you want

Personalize your desktop
with themes and photos.

Desktop

Connect to company
networks more securely.

Domain Join

Fully compatible with 64bit PCs.

64-bit support

Run Windows XP productivity programs.

Windows XP Mode
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Built-in defense against spyware and other malware.
Help keep your data private
and secure.
Manage and monitor your
children’s PC use.
Designed for faster sleep and
resume.
Improved power management for longer battery life.

Windows Defender
BitLocker
Parental Controls
Performance improvements
Power management

Makes new things possible
Watch and record TV on your
PC.
Create and share movies and
slide shows in minutes.
Get the most realistic game
graphics and vivid multimedia.
Stream music, photos, and
videos around your house.
Connect to your home PC
media library while you're
away.
Touch and tap instead of
point and click.

Windows Media Center
Windows Live Movie
Maker
DirectX 11
Play To
Remote Media
Streaming
Windows Touch

Ref: Table from: http://windows.microsoft.com/en-us/windows7/products/
compare?T1=tab20
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Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs

Coming Soon to an Internet Browser Near You
January 2010 will bring a wonderful new way of learning
and growing your virtual business.
The Academy of Virtual Entrepreneurs will offer several
certification courses, certificate classes, coaching and
one-on-one training.
Certified professionals and instructors will be creating
live teleseminars, audio courses, course material and live
telecasts for your learning needs.
Check out the December issue of
The Virtual Entrepreneur for more updates as we build
the perfect academy for you!
Have questions or would like to make suggestions?
E-Mail Us
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The Twitter Workshop Part 3
How twitter started – video by Evan Williams,
Twitter co-founder
http://rowanw.wordpress.com/2009/03/24/how-twitter-started/

by Jo-Carol Carpenter

There is one more video on why Twitter was developed. This video
features Biz Stone, Twitter co-founder, talking to Martha Stewart.
http://mashable.com/2009/10/02/stone-on-stewart/
Twitter Twools
Twanker
Some Twitterites think a ‘twanker’ is someone who blows his own horn way too
much.
Twellow
Twellow is the Twitter Yellow pages complete with a search box. Twellohood is for
local tweeple.
This is what www.twellow.com has to say. Twellow is a directory of public Twitter
accounts, with hundreds of categories and search features to help you find people
who matter to you. Please take the time to register for FREE with us. Registering
will allow you to update your Twellow profile and categories, add links to your
other social media profiles, create an extended bio with whatever information and
links you would like to add, and easily follow other Twitter users right from Twellow!
Twidiot
A person or business who uses the Twitter platform for tweets that no one really
wants to hear about. Absolutely no one really cares about what you are doing now
but YOU.
***
Twhirl
Twhrl is a desktop application for people who have multiple accounts on Twitter.
It notifies users of new messages and is a good management tool. It keeps tracks
of messages and replies and you can do searches here. Some of Twhirl’s features
are listed below per www.Twhirl.org.
 Runs on both Windows (2000/XP/Vista/Win7) and Mac OSX
Connects to multiple Twitter, laconi.ca, Friendfeed and Seesmic Video accounts

 Displays notifications for new messages

Shorten long URLs (using digg.com, bit.ly, snurl, twurl or is.gd)
Cross-post your updates to Jaiku and many other sites like Facebook, MySpace,
LinkedIn and more via Ping.fm
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Post images to yfrog
Search tweets using Twitter Search and TweetScan, and follow topics in near-real
time with saved searches






Automatically find tweets mentioning your @username
Record a video on Seesmic Video, and share it on Twitter immediately
Get your Seesmic Video updates in real-time using XMPP
English spell checking

There are a lot more things Twhirl can do to improve your experience and it offers
various configuration options to adapt to your personal needs.
If you are interested in the Top ‘100’ Twitterites then this is the place to which you
should come.
***
www.Twitterholic.com. Type a username in the search box for their ranking. If
the user is a big Twitterer the results will come up immediately. It includes
Twitterholic rankings by their followers, location ranking by their followers plus
much more.
See what Twitterholic has to say.
We are not associated with Twitter.com
Methodology
Our twittastic robots scan the Twitter public timeline for new twits to tweet. A few
times a day, we calculate individual statistics for each twittering twit in our
database.
In other words… WE’R IN UR TWTTR PAGES, READN UR STATZ
This list is being constantly updated so you can find out who are the most popular
twitter users. To participate, do what you normally do -- twitter constantly -- if
you deserve to be on the list, we'll find you. The most popular users on twitter are
crawled every day, everyone else gets crawled randomly.
***
JoCarole Carpenter, President of Shore Office Services. JoCarole is a seasoned
Virtual Assistant and entrepreneur with over 25 years of experience in upper level
management and administration. My specialty is providing solutions for
solopreneurs. Courtesy of www.shoreofficeservices.com.
Copyright 2009 JoCarole Carpenter All rights reserved.
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Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey
08757-3758

CONTACT US TODAY!

www.shoreofficeservices.com

We provide administrative, marketing, technology,
transcription and computer services.
Since technology now is such an important part of business the world over,
I decided to include virtual services so I can help my clients no matter
where they are in the world.
Services
Administrative-Coaching Services-Computer 101-Computer Services - Computer
Software Management -Concierge Services -Consumer Issues -Customer Service
-Data Base -Digital Files/ Going Paperless -Digital Services -Ebay Listings & Sales,
And so much more!!
http://www.shoreofficeservices.com

(732) 820-1391
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Holiday Gifts for Your Clients
Wondering what to give your client as a holiday gift?
Here are some great websites that offer a variety of gifts
and shipping for the holidays.
Happy Holidays

http://www.winecountrygiftbaskets.com
Give a warming wine gift basket to someone special from
Wine Country Gift Baskets. We feature rare and exclusive
wines from boutique wineries that are placed in the wine
gift basket of your choice. Look through our wine baskets
and be creative with your own gift basket ideas, or shop
any of our arranged custom gift baskets today.

www.queensboro.com
Send a customized
gift with your
company logo and tag
line.

http://www.harryanddavid.com/
Harry & David gourmet foods and fresh fruit gifts are a
popular choice for birthday gifts, holiday gifts, corporate
gifts – any special occasion. Each gift is hand packed with
the highest quality gourmet foods and snacks, like our famous Moose Munch® gourmet popcorn, premium fresh
fruit, luxurious chocolate truffles and bakery treats. We
promise superior quality and excellent service, backed by
The Strongest Guarantee in the Business.
http://www.brownies.com/default.aspx
Fairytale Brownies is your premier
gourmet brownie gifting company,
offering a large selection of gifts
including: Happy Birthday,
Congratulations, Thank You, Thinking of
You, Get Well, Patriotic, Welcome New Baby, Christmas,
Holiday, Happy Holidays, Hanukkah, Fall, Autumn,
Thanksgiving, Halloween, Business, Custom, Corporate,
Brownie, Beverage, Keepsake, Sympathy, Gourmet Coffee, Gourmet Hot Cocoa, Gourmet Chocolate Sauce, and
Gourmet Caramel Sauce, Valentine's Day, St. Patrick's
Day, Easter, Mother's Day, Father's Day.
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All of our toffee is
hand made in historic
Washington, Pennsylvania. We are a family-owned and operated business devoted
to live and work by
those same principles
and values that have
made this country the
greatest in the world.
God bless the USA
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How to Respond to RFPs (Request for Proposal)
This article is intended to help educate and encourage good grammar, writing and
communication skills while responding to an RFP.
First, let me start by giving you a sample of what an RFP is and what it contains.
An RFP is a request for proposal and is created by an individual or company to
have bids placed on an advertisement they send to, for instance, the Virtual
Assistant Forums. Each company that accepts RFPs have their own guidelines and
requirements.
We will do a general RFP using a standard guideline such as the following;
Guidelines:
In order to submit an RFP to our forum you must have a description of the type of
work you want done, how much you will pay the potential VA and/or a budget to
pay the VA. You must also include your contact information such as: company
name, phone number, and email address. Please also include the following
information: Niche Area or Industry, RFP Title, Deadline, Skills required, Length of
the project/job, Rush Job – YES NO, That is the description of the Guidelines we
will follow.
This is what the format of the RFP would be once the requestor fills out those
fields:
1. Request for Proposal
2. Company Name:
3. Contact Name:
4. Email:
5. Phone:
6. Niche Area/Industry:
7. RFP Title:
8. Description of duties/project:
9. Skills Required:
10.Deadline:
11.Payment: Hourly or Per Project Rates
12.Rush: Yes or No
13.Expectations:
As you can see there are a lot of details that go into submitting a Request for
Proposal. This is because they have to be as specific as possible to find the right
virtual assistant for their needs. When responding to an RFP you are expected to
be as meticulous as possible.
Here is a list of things you should prepare for, to respond to a RFP:
 Are you qualified for the RFP?
 Do you have the equipment and software it will take to complete the work
required?
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How to Respond to RFPs

continued...

Does the RFP require you to spend money?
Is this RFP legitimate?
Does the RFP require you to cash checks, deposit checks or anything
similar?
 Do you have the time available to spend on this RFP?




WARNING! If an RFP requires you to cash checks, deposit checks or similar duties
then you will want to speak to the person over the phone. You will also want to do
research on the company to make sure they are a legitimate company. Believe
me, this scenario happens all the time and people are out hundreds of dollars
before they even realize they were being defrauded!
Once you have found a legitimate RFP and are ready to respond to it, this is what
you should do:
Respond using the name of the person. Mr. Wang or Mrs. Cole. If you are
unsure of the gender then “Greetings” would be the appropriate word to
use.
 Tell them a little about you and your company. Introduce yourself! This is
where you will be able to let them know how long you have been in business and/or how long you have been doing this type of work.
 Respond to the RFP request and do NOT respond with anything other than
the services for which they are hiring. It is not a good idea to tell the requestor about how you can build websites if they are looking for someone to
do editing on a book they wrote. Cater to the need of the potential client
and not to your own aspirations to make a few extra dollars by including information for which they did not ask.
 Give your hourly, retainer or project rate. This is where you will want to
judge; a) how much time it will take to do the job, b) will there be a cost to
you in order for you to do the job?, and c) are you willing to learn something new and give a discount for the learning curve?


Your completed RFP response should look a little like this:
——————————————————————————————————————————
“Greetings,
Thank you very much for using the Virtual Assistant Forums for your Virtual
Assistant Needs. I am Andrea Jackson of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant. We
have more than 15 years in typesetting.
I believe we can be of service to you. Please visit our site where we have our customer satisfaction quotes: http://www.actionjacksonva.com/testimonials.html.
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How to Respond to RFP’s
Service
Typesetting - 2 times a month, 5 hours a
month, hourly rate: $35.00, monthly retainer
required.

continued...

Estimated cost
$175.00

Total
Grand total
Ongoing

$175.00
$175.00
No end Date

Because we have not had the pleasure of doing business with you before we have
supplied a special rate for this quote as noted above.
Thank you for giving us the opportunity to bid for your business. We have been in
business since 2009 and have established a reputation for quality work, efficiency
and timeliness. We look forward to showing you that it is well deserved.
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson
Owner
P.S. If you would like to discuss items in this quote, or if you need any additional
information, please call me personally at 575-636-2379.
Action Jackson Virtual Assistant
“Virtual Assistance at your Finger Tips!”
Administrative, Secretarial, Website &
Logo Design Services and so much more!
Contact us today!
E-Mail: andrea@actionjacksonva.com
Phone: 1-800-745-0742
Website: http://www.actionjacksonva.com
Linked In: http://www.linkedin.com/in/andreajackson
——————————————————————————————————————————
As you can see I included enough information to let them know that we are
qualified to do the job and offered a free consultation to boot.
If you are not grabbing the potential client’s attention right away then you will not
get the RFP.
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How to Respond to RFPs

continued...

Follow up with your RFPs!
If you do not hear back from them, then you need to follow up. I usually wait
about 3 days and then send an email similar to this:
——————————————————————————————————————————
“Greetings,
This is a follow up to the quote we sent to you on June 22, 2009. We would like to
confirm that you received our quote and verify that you are still in need of a
Virtual Assistant. If you have chosen another Virtual Assistant for the RFP would
you please let us know?
Thank you again for using the VAF to advertise for your Virtual Assistant needs.
Sincerely,
Andrea Jackson”
——————————————————————————————————————————
This is a simple note to let the potential client know that you are still available to
do the work and would like an answer to whether they have chosen someone else
or not.
This small follow-up usually will give you a response one way or another. But,
sometimes you will not get a response at all. This is okay; do not let it get you
down.
Wait another 3 days and then follow-up again. By this time you will probably get a
response.
If you did not get the RFP do NOT get discouraged! It may take you several RFPs
before you finally get a new client.
To your business success!
Copyright 2009 Andrea Jackson All rights reserved.

There's nothing wrong with spending your time with hot leads. The
problem of cherry picking comes when you neglect all those warm leads!
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An X/HTML and CSS Tutorial Series
Our X/HTML and CSS Tutorial Series is going to begin with a plan, laying out our
design, and information about choosing a color scheme. These are some essential
steps that will help to get you on the right foot before you begin designing your
website. As we progress through these tutorials, more complex site features will
be in the next and future issues of TVE. The beauty of using CSS is one of the
most exciting things I want to delve into, so please stay tuned for more on that in
the upcoming issues. But first, we need to get some basics down.
Let’s get started!
HAVE A PLAN: Some website designers, or do-it-yourselfers, may or may not use
a process when designing a website. I do use a process when I design a site
because I feel it helps to get a “visual” of what I want to accomplish. You will note
that there is no X/HTML and CSS at this point because we are getting our layout
and site pages, or sitemap, ready “visually.” I feel these are important steps to
take even if they might seem like time wasters – or even if you “know what you
want” in your head. So, my advice: You need to have a plan, no matter how mindnumbingly boring it might seem. Following are the steps I follow.
STEP 1: Prepare your sitemap. Think about what you need on your site as far
as content pages. Since we are in the VA industry, besides your homepage, sites
may have pages such as Services, Rates, Contact Us, and About Us, or even
Testimonial or Portfolio pages, to name a few. I prefer to draw or use a program
(Excel, Word, Photoshop) to diagram it out. I am using Word 2007 to create my
sitemap. Here is what our basic Sitemap looks like:

This was pretty simple to create in Word, and it gives us a visual structure that
helps with determining what pages we might use on our site and the possible
order for them.
The very top tier in this diagram is your Home page (known as your site index)
and should be considered the first tier of content, and leads into the interior of
your site. Here is where your visitors are first introduced to your website. First
impressions are lasting ones, so your homepage is very important.
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An X/HTML and CSS Tutorial Series
If visitors don’t get the highlights of what you are selling or promoting from your
homepage, you’ve lost them. Notice I said “highlights…” This is one area I struggle
with because I am a “wordy” woman!
The second tier is your menu and should provide links only to the main sections of
your website. This is where the main body of your website content resides (unless
you have the third tier). They contain the bulk of the information that you are
presenting to your visitors. Many online marketers call these the money pages.
Chances are that if your visitor has clicked their way to this level, they are
interested enough to buy your services or like your message.
If you have a third tier, or subsection of your menu links that are placed in a dropdown menu (demonstrated in the example image) instead of just the main menu
link, they are to be placed in their proper categories, and then this is where the
main body of your website content will reside.
STEP 2: Our layout. Either on paper or using a graphics program, such as
Photoshop, lay out your design using simple boxes or squares and labeling them.
Key elements to include would be a header, navigation menu, content area, a second content area or sidebar, and footer. You may also decide you want one, two,
or more columns on the main page. I decided for now that I want a two-column
format for content (content area and sidebar). By diagramming this out, it gives
you a simple starting point to reference, and a point to add or subtract features
you may or may not use in the future.
This is an outline of your website layout and organizes your ideas and content into
a concept that satisfies the purpose of your website. Keep it simple. Be sure to
start with an overall concept and work your way down through all the areas
(header, menu, content, etc.) you will need to communicate your message. It
doesn't have to be fancy but your layout should reflect a pattern that will be
followed throughout your site.
Here is a basic diagram of what our new site might include:
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continued...

Pretty wild colors, LOL, but they clearly define the different areas of your site. As
we go along, the one content area can be separated into two or more content
areas “stacked” vertically, staggered, or any other way you want to display them
using CSS (I can’t wait to get to CSS!!). The same goes for our sidebar. You might
have noticed the little yellow star shape added to this diagram and its placement.
With CSS you can position images, content, etc. in a variety of ways – this is just
a small example. You are limited only by your imagination!
Choosing a color scheme. There is no question that one of the first
considerations in designing a website is your color scheme. Color can express a
number of messages about who you are and what you want to convey. The correct
use of color in your web design is vital to ensure your site is not plain and boring,
or too busy, glaring and difficult to look at for a period of time. Indeed, your
intention is to have people stick around when they find you and take a good look
at your content!
Before the days of “High Color” and “True Color”, older computer monitors (back in
the late 1990s) displayed only 256 colors. Even different Web browsers had their
own unique palette of 256 colors, but they all had some colors in common. These
common colors are called "Browser Safe Colors" and they all displayed the same in
all the Web browsers. If you wanted to display a graphic on the web, and you
wanted to make sure that all the colors in the graphic displayed correctly, then
you had to use only Browser Safe Colors.
The good news! With today's high color monitors and powerful graphics cards, the
use of Browser Safe Colors isn't nearly as important.
Looking at monitors can fatigue the viewers eyes. Have you ever looked at a
screen for a while then looked away with sore eyes or seen an illuminated shape
similar to what you were looking at on the screen? Eye fatigue is very real and
your website will benefit if you apply some consideration in design when choosing
colors to reduce it.
So which colors fatigue your eyes the most? Well, yellow is one of them as it is the
first color to which you will be drawn to look. You can use this to your advantage
by using it sparingly to draw attention to a particular area that you want to be eye
capturing in your website design.
Do not use yellow as a content area background color; it is very hard on the eyes
to try to read the text. Bright red is another color to use with caution. Again use it
more minimally for eye catching effect where it is necessary to draw focus. More
subtle colors, even subtle variations on these two colors, should be the basis for
your color scheme, and they are used more often to create interest without
fatiguing the viewer. There can be exceptions to this in web design, but only if you
have a bright and colorful site with these colors in strategic positions on your site
– never in an area that contains text.
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continued...

Here are some sites that can help you with a color scheme:
This is a site that has a wee bit of info and links to a couple of software programs: http://dianev.com/web-design-help/web_design_basics/
website_color_schemes.html
I actually use the software program ColorSchemer, http://
www.colorschemer.com/; but purchasing software isn’t a necessity.
Here you can see actual color combinations – just scroll down a bit on the
page: http://www.colorcombos.com/combolibrary.html?
color0=005B9A&color1=0191C8&color2=74C2E1&color3=8C8984
And, “15 Hand Picked Color Palette and Color Scheme Generators”: http://
singlefunction.com/15-hand-picked-color-palette-and-color-schemegenerators/
Amazingly awesome, super CSS will be making its debut in the next issue! I CAN’T
WAIT!!!
Until next month, I’m signing off! Hope you enjoyed this tutorial as much as I did
creating it!
Copyright 2009. Jules Burnell. All rights reserved.
Jules is sole Proprietress of SVS and offers a convenient “one-stop-shop” for Web
Design, Bookkeeping, Administrative, and Transcription services. If she doesn’t
offer a needed service, she has other trusted VAs only a few mouse clicks or a
phone call away, to offer their expertise. Jules brings over 20 years of experience
and education to the table to ensure you receive the quality and professional
services you deserve. At no extra cost, Jules provides her services with a smile
and “can-do” attitude to start your day right.
Visit my website today at http://www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com for more
information about my wide-ranging services. Warning: Please think about
bringing along your mug of coffee or tea, relax, and discover what I can do for

You don’t have to wait until have a well-known, heavily financed, huge profit margin
generating business to register and utilize a domain name. You can do it now, for the
cheap if not free. (I would suggest you do it soon before somebody nabs your schnazzy
address and tries to sell it back to you!)
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Clients Want Easy Shortcuts
I'm convinced that everyone's really just looking for a shortcut. Over the
last 9 years of working with clients privately and in groups, the more I offer my
products and services, the clearer I am that we all just want an easier way out.
Well, not because we're lazy; it's more that we're completely overwhelmed.
Half the time, I feel like I'm drinking from an information fire hose. If
you're anything like me, you're bombarded, and I literally mean bombarded by
information, all day long. There's unwanted information (ads and pop-ups) and
also WANTED information, stuff you asked for or paid for, and actually do want to
get (like something you're trying to learn to improve yourself or your business). I
didn't even mention the hundreds of emails I get per day that I can't always
respond to, even though my intention is there.
Problem is, we're turning into an "attention deficit" society. Blame it on
whatever you want (the media, the Internet, too many TV stations, spam, satellite
radio channels, TiVO, etc.), we all don't have enough attention to spread out to do
everything we want, including the stuff we don't. So we sometimes go into
inaction mode and don't do ANYTHING.
My motto has always been, "A strong focus now creates a different future
later." However, it's getting harder to keep focused, harder to make
decisions, and mental concentration on just ONE thing seems to be getting more
and more rare (multitasking USED to be a good word in my book, but now I'm
wondering if it's actually detrimental to success).
But not just for me. For my prospects and clients too. I'm noticing the people
I work with also have WAY TOO MUCH to pay attention to... In addition to their
own clients, they've got families, responsibilities, email, bills, and personal and
professional development on which they need to focus. And we haven't even
talked about marketing yet. No wonder it's the last thing they focus on!
I've noticed a trend. It's called, "Help-me-I'm-overwhelmed-with-infoand-I-need-help-to-make-sense-of-it-all!" In an age when we all have instant
access to a ridiculous amount of information, making sense of it all and putting it
all into place seems to be the hardest thing. And then we beat ourselves up about
it.
That's where you can come in. You see, because your prospects are inundated,
overwhelmed, and unable to really focus on what they want, your job can now
become that of making sense of it all for them. You can help them carve out the
time in their day to achieve what they want, cut their learning curve to its barest
essential, while helping them put one foot in front of the other. That's what I do,
among other things.
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Clients Want Easy Shortcuts

continued...

If you can communicate that in your materials, you've got it made. Show
prospects you've got a system, that it's foolproof, that it's clear and easy to follow
and (of course) that they'll get results from it - well, with that, you're way ahead
of the pack and you can almost guarantee your success.
If you can reassure clients that you've got the shortcut, and you'll help
them implement whatever it is they're after, you win. And they win. And
then you win again. Here's what I mean. If you can show them it's easy to work
with you, then they sign up with you (you win). Because you help them make
sense of it all, they start seeing great results (they win). Once they see great
results because it was so clear-cut and easy, they can't help but tell others about
you in a Raving Fan manner (you win again because you get a ton of referrals
and kick-butt testimonials that bring in new clients.)
Fabienne Fredrickson, The Client Attraction Mentor, is founder of the Client
Attraction System?, the proven step-by-step program that shows you exactly how
to attract more clients, in record time… guaranteed. To get your F.R.E.E. Audio CD
by mail and receive her weekly marketing & success mindset articles on attracting
more high-paying clients and dramatically increasing your income, visit
www.ClientAttraction.com.

Just In Time! Virtual Assistance
... when time and money count!

Not enough hours in the day?
Wearing too many hats?
You need a VA! ...
A skilled independent entrepreneur who lets you spend less time
on non-billable tasks and more time marketing, creating
products, and meeting with clients.

Contact us today!
Email: Info@JustInTimeVA.com
Visit our site for more information!
http://www.justintimeva.com
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Can Your Business Operate Without You?
by Mattie Stokes
Could someone else just step in and keep your business going if you had
to take an extended leave due to an accident or illness?
Can you afford to take the time to train a new employee or independent
contractor on your daily business systems and processes?
If you take an extended leave or a vacation, could your business operate
without your daily attention?
Creating a business operations manual would be a major step towards making this
a reality for the solopreneur or microbusiness owner who is most likely the only
person with access to all business related accounts, takes care of or oversees all
important business tasks, and who personally handles or oversees all
administrative functions and customer support.
An operations manual is simply documentation of how your company functions. It
can be as simple or as comprehensive as you decide to make it. Just imagine, you
can have all your business-related information in one place — no more searching
through emails, folders or computer and paper files for important information. A
manual can also serve as a guide for anyone unfamiliar with your business and
provide an emergency recovery plan.
Starting Out
1. Do a little at a time. First, gather basic information, i.e., company name, contact info, EIN number, legal info, bank info, etc. Secondly, make a list of all of
your major processes. Thirdly, divide your manual into numbered sections and
then number the pages within the sections.
2. As you carry out tasks, write out or digitally record the process steps. Have
anyone who is directly involved in your business do the same. As you
finalize each document, keep a copy on your computer and a hardcopy in a
3-ring binder.
3. If you use word processing software, share your password with at least one
other trusted person.
Manual Contents
Here are some examples of what your Operations Manual may include:


Company information including vision and mission statement, tax ids, legal
structure, bank info, etc.
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Account Information including log-ins and passwords to all of your online
and offline business related accounts including forum and association
memberships.



A list of products/services you sell, pricing structure and major expenses.
Include vendor info where appropriate.



A list of all clients, contractors, vendors and team members with contact
information and contract information as appropriate.



A descriptive listing of supplies & materials you frequently use to do your
work. Include purchasing and ordering information.



A descriptive listing of equipment you have in your office including
computers and computer related hardware. Also compile a listing of
software (include key codes and passwords).



Documentation of standard business tasks including: prospective and
new client intake process, a sample of all business documents & templates you use, service delivery procedures, filing systems, website
maintenance, marketing system and procedures, how to handle
customer service, client follow-up process, etc.



Emergency/Disaster Plan

Do you have a business operations manual? Are you ready for the unexpected?
Can your business run without you?
Copyright© 2009 Mattie Stokes. All rights reserved.
About The Author
Mattie Stokes provides operational support and consultation services to solopreneurs and microbusiness owners. Mattie can be contacted via Web:
www.JustInTimeVA.com or Email: mstokes@justintimeva.com
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Celebrate Christmas with the
gift that keeps on giving!
Handbags for
everyone!
Designer Inspired,
Paw Print, Leather,
Celebrity, Wallets, Coin Purses,
Shoulder bags, Large and Medium Totes
and more!

Visit us today and have your gift
delivered before Christmas!
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The Pros and Cons of Becoming a VA
By Gail Owens

Many people dream of someday being their own boss, but
how do you know if this is for you or not?

Pros: Being self-employed will allow you more flexibility and freedom to make
your own decisions. You decide when and how much you want to work. Most
virtual assistants (VAs) have a home office.
Cons: Being a VA can involve stress. In the beginning, while you build your business, you will not have an income. You must provide your own health insurance if
you are not covered by a spouse.
Research: Now you need to find your niche and start developing a strategy to
get the word out that you are available. Most VAs have a “specialty” such as Virtual Bankruptcy Assistant, Virtual Real Estate Assistant. If you’ve come this far,
you have a specialty too! You might need a coach or mentor to dig it out of you,
but it is there.
Even if you're simply considering starting a one-person business doing the kind of
work you already do -- say, starting your own business as a virtual bankruptcy
assistant or graphic designer after doing that kind of work as an employee for
years -- you still need to educate yourself about the practical realities of being a
Virtual Assistant.
Here are 9 questions to consider:
1. How flexible are you -- and how comfortable are you with uncertainty? How do
you feel about having a wide range of tasks in your work? Most VAs are
multi-taskers, having more than one specialty.
2. Are you self-motivated and self-disciplined?
3. How high are your fixed expenses -- and what kind of financial safety net and
resources does your household have (such as savings or income from a
spouse's job)? Fixed expenses should include items like a dedicated fax line,
toner and other monthly office supplies.
4. Who will your competitors be, and what will be your competitive advantage –
your specialty?
5. How do you feel about selling yourself and your business?
6. Have you educated yourself about small-business topics and resources?
7. Do you have an estimate of how much money you'll need to start your business
and pay living expenses while your business is getting launched? Do you have
that capital? If not, how might you obtain it? What will you do if your expenses
are significantly higher or income significantly lower than you forecast?
8. Who do you know (former colleagues, friends, family) who might be helpful to
you as you get your business started?
9. Are you familiar with the licenses, permits, and insurance you may need for the
type of business you'll be starting? Do you understand the tax and recordkeeping responsibilities you'll have?
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There are lots of resources out there that can help you find the information you
need to start your own business. SCORE (www.score.org) is a nonprofit
association that provides free advice to people thinking about starting a business.
Community Colleges usually offer programs/classes on starting your own business.
You can find out more about the SBDC program on the Web site of the U.S. Small
Business Administration (www.sba.gov).
Do your research, weigh your pros and cons, and this can be an exciting and
rewarding time for you!
Gail Owens, of Action Jackson Virtual Assistant www.actionjacksonva.com, here to
help you maximize your business growth and assist you in your daily
administrative, social media, and graphic design needs. Visit our site today to see
how we can help you grow your business!

Eloquent Insights is a sole proprietorship business that offers speaking services
for your conference, classroom or community event. Eloquent Insights is one of
several online destinations that use the Insights name. All are owned by Laura
Legendary, of Legendary Insights. Laura has been a speaking professional
since 1998, and Eloquent Insights first went online in 2004.
At In-Home Insights, you'll find information for social services professionals, inhome health care providers and family caregivers. You can sign up for the
free newsletter, "Bits of Insight', and you can peruse products for aids to daily
living and greater independence.
At Accessible Insights, you will find assistive technology solutions and
information specifically for those who are coping with vision loss. You can get
to each from the lobby of Legendary Insights. There you will also be able to
make a donation to the Legendary Insights Foundation, established in loving
memory of Billy Ray Legendary.
For more information about any of the web sites or products offered by
Eloquent Insights, please visit www.eloquentinsights.com and fill the contact us
form or fill out the Request For Service form, where you can describe your
needs or special event.

We look forward to serving you.
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How to Get Back to Work
By Kathleen Vargas

How to Relax and Refocus Yourself So You Can
Be Productive Again

Professional virtual assistants are just as prone to stress as any other small
business owner. As if you didn’t have enough in your personal life, you have
inherited your client’s stress in the form of deadlines, misunderstandings, and
demanding attitudes.
There are various ways to deal with stress, but choosing a healthy, easy, and
inexpensive way to relax and refocus is always best in the long run. But before
you can effectively alleviate stress, you need to identify what stress is and what
causes it. Once you have identified your sources of stress, you can then employ
some simple techniques to lessen or eliminate the stress from your life. The
method you choose to relieve your stress should be something you are
comfortable with; don’t choose kickboxing if you don’t enjoy kicking and
screaming. Then you can and relax and enjoy all of the benefits of being stress
free including better focus and increased productivity.









Common causes of stress:
Simply being new to the virtual assistant industry
Taking on too much at once
Unreasonable or demanding clients
Looming project deadlines
Computer problems
Finances
Balancing business and family demands

Techniques that may help you relax and refocus:
Relax for a minute and take several deep breaths
Exercise (anything from simply walking away from your desk to kickboxing)
Relaxation/meditation tapes
Bubble bath
Give yourself a “time out” and listen to the radio or watch tv for a couple
minutes
 Create a to do list and cross tasks off as you complete them
 Plan your day ahead of time so you can keep yourself “on schedule”
 Take a short “power nap”












Results:
You are relaxed and renewed
Stress levels are decreased
You now release positive energy
Better overall health (mental and physical)
You are ready to be more productive
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How to Get Back to Work

continued...

Hopefully, you are able to take some time for yourself to try out a couple of the
techniques and find the one that works for you.
Of course the same technique will not work for everyone. My favorite stress
reliever is a spa pedicure, but that may not help you. I just know that after an
hour of being pampered, I am refreshed and ready to get back to work. Whether
you try one of the techniques here or something else, remember that when you
are happy and healthy, you are naturally more productive.
Kathleen Vargas is a Virtual Assistant and the owner of The Office Virtuoso. Kathleen has
been assisting senior-level management for over 15 years. To find out more about
Kathleen and how partnering with a Virtual Assistant can assist your business, please visit
http://www.theofficevirtuoso.com/ or email Kathleen at kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com.

Call
Today
www.theofficevirtuoso.com
You can put your trust in The Office Virtuoso.

Our Services:

In today's fast-paced business world, we provide Spreadsheet design
prompt, professional service and exceptional qual- Word processing
Data entry
ity.
Transcription
Power Point
We have over 15 years of
presentations
administrative support
Correspondence
experience to rely upon.
(personal or
business)
Our unparalleled service,
Copy proofreading
competitive prices, and overall value are why our Editing
Contracts
loyal
Invoices
customers won't go anywhere else.

(708) 385-2920
kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com

Internet research
Traditional
research
Calendar
management
Appointment
scheduling
Meeting
coordination
Reminder services
Travel
arrangements
Event planning

PO Box 471
Midlothian, IL 60445
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AAA Virtual Solutions / Stephanie Castillon
Port Angeles, WA | Phone: 360-928-9930
Email: Stephanie@AAAVirtualSolutions.com
Website: http://www.AAAVirtualSolutions.com

Business Support Group / Darlene 'Dee' Bishop
Knoxville, TN 37922
Phone: 865-694-5032
Email: dee@clovermail.net
Website: http://bizsupportgroup.com

Accounting Services Bureau, Inc. | Sara Laidlaw
Savannah, GA 31410
Phone: 912-898-1707 | Fax: 912-898-0302
Email: Sara@asbinc.net | Website: www.asbinc.net

Buckeye V.A / Stephanie Fish
New Philadelphia, Ohio | Phone: 330-204-6570
Email: buckeyeva@gmail.com
Website: www.buckeyeva.com

Action Jackson Virtual Assistant /Andrea Jackson
Las Cruces, NM 88001
Phone: 575-636-2379 Fax: 435-518-0747
Website: www.actionjacksonva.com
Email: andrea@actionjacksonva.com
Apex Virtual Assistance/Trena Stubbs
McDonough, GA 30253
Phone: 866-926-7362| Fax 770-406-2319
Email: support@apexassisting.com
Website: www.apexassisting.com
A-South Design/Andrea South
Phone: 575-636-2379
Website: http://asouthdesign.com/index.html
Email: andrea@asouthdesign.com
Aspire Virtual Assistants/Leilani Waipa
Corvallis OR 97333
Phone: 541-230-1009
Website: www.aspirevirtualassistants.com
Bee Virtual / Gina Lloyd
Shoreview, MN | Phone: 651.245.4767
Email: bee-virtual@comcast.net
Website: www.bee-virtual.vpweb.com
Balancing Act Business Solutions | April Sullivan
Huntington Beach, CA
Phone 714-251-6495 | Fax 800-891-6510
Email: ocbalancingact@gmail.com
Website: www.MyBalancedAct.com
Be Social Worldwide / Dawn Pigoni
Gilberts, IL
Phone: 815-893-7400
Website: http://besocialworldwide.com
Email: dawntrenee@BeSocialWorldwide.com

Carolina Bookkeeping & Business Services /
Melissa Wittschen | Moncks Corner, SC
Phone: (843) 297-6034 | Fax: (843) 761-4488
Email: melissa@mycarolinabookkeeping.com
Website: www.mycarolinabookkeeping.com
CMB Virtual Assistants / Pamela King
Memphis, TN | Phone: 901-834-2751
Email: pamela@cmbvirtualassistants.com
Website: www.cmbvirtualassistants.com
CM Office Support / Claire Zimmerman
Chepachet, RI | Phone: 401-710-7385
Email: claire@cmofficesupport.com
Website: http://www.cmofficesupport.com
Deadline Met Virtual Assistant Services | Marie
Fitzgibbons | Irvine, CA
Phone: (888) 508-1580 | Fax: (888) 569-0639
Email: marie@deadlinemet.com
Website: www.deadlinemet.com
DJ's Virtual Management / Jeannette LeHoullier
Temecula, CA 92591
Phone: 800-488-0945 | Fax: 800-488-0945
Email: jeannette@djsvirtualmanagement.com
Website: www.djsvirtualmanagement.com
eAssistant-worldwide | Wendy LugoSantiago
PSC 2 BOX 6124, APO AE 09012
Email: wendy@eassistantww.com
Website: www.eassistantww.com

e-Business Online Support/Janet Falkenberg
Email: janet@eBusinessOnlineSupport.com
Website: www.eBusnessOnlineSupport.com
Phone: (317) 440-0255
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Essential Office Solutions/Cindy Bruce
Phone: 815-433-6059 | Fax: 928-437-8157 |
Email: cbruce@eoseasy.com
Website: www.eoseasy.com

Karen Beres Bookkeeping / Karen Beres
Phone: 262-844-1273
Email: karen@karenberes.com
Website: www.KarenBeres.com

Essential Excellence / Cortni Marrazzo
Spokane, WA | Phone: 509-927-3757
Email: Cortni@essentialexcellence.com
Website: www.essentialexcellence.com

King Business Management / Prins Cowin
Bothell, WA 98041-0309
Phone: 206-851-7011 | Fax: 425-949-4657
Email: prinscowin@KingBusinessManagement.com
Website: www.KingBusinessManagement.com

Emerald Virtual Solutions/Kathya Kalinine
Mill Creek, WA 98082 | Phone: 206-683-2100|
Fax: 206-337-2586
Email: kathya@emeraldvirtual.com
Website: www.emeraldvirtual.com
Excel Virtual Services | Ivette Matos
Beacon, NY 12508
Office: 845-418-2452 | Toll Free & Fax: 888-310-8360
Email: info@excelvirtualservices.com
Website:www.excelvirtualservices.com
Gifted Assistant Management Services | Natasha
Rubin | Freehold, NJ 07728
Phone: 888-706-3533 | Fax: 866-507-0228
Email: nrubin@thegiftedassistant.net
Website: www.thegiftedassistant.net
GRIP Bookkeeping Services / Angelica Pacheco
Roswell, NM 88202 | Phone: 575-636-3128 |
Fax: 1-888-325-0392 |Email: jelly-25@hotmail.com
Website: www.mygripbookkeepingservices.com
Henry's Virtual Assistant Services/Melissa D. Henry
PO Box 1508, Opelousas LA 70571-1508
Phone: (337) 942-8175 | Fax: (800) 256-0523
Email: admin@HenrysVASvcs.com
Website: http://HenrysVASvcs.com

MARYLAND SECRETARIAL SERVICES, INC.
Cindy Freland | Bowie, MD
Phone: (301) 352-7927 | Fax: (301) 352-8636
Website: www.webmss.com
Email: webmss33@aol.com
MG Virtual Office Solutions | Margie Gibson
Salem, OR
Phone: 503-999-4242 | Fax: 877-242-1564
Email: mg.virtualos@gmail.com
Website: www.mgvirtualofficesolutions.org
MKO Virtual Business Services / Marcy ONeill
Frisco, Texas
Phone: 214-934-5999 | Fax: 214-934-5999
Email: marcyo@tx.rr.com |Website: www.mkovbs.com
My Point Assist / Marian Carter
Lafayette, La | Phone: 337-456-8138
Email: marian@mypointassistva.com
Website: www.mypointassistva.com
Offsite Office Professionals, LLC
Petersburg, WV 26847
Email: virginia@offsiteofficepro.com
Fax: 505-212-2924|Website: www.offsiteofficepro.com
Olinda Services / Lisa Olinda
Middletown, DE 19709
Phone: 302- 464-0510 | Fax: 206- 333-0783
Email: lisa@olindaservices.com
Website: http://www.olindaservices.com

H & L Bookkeeping & VA Services / Helen Hahn
Canada | Phone: 780-753-3074
Email: hlva@netkaster.ca
Website: http://vanetworking.com/va/hlvabookkeeping/ ON THE PAGE | D. Michele Diggs
Lanham, MD 20706 | Phone: 301.358.2258
Email: DMichele@onthepageservices.com
Ideal Administrative Solution, LLC /Kimberly K
Website:
www.onthepageservices.com
Watt-Daniels | Milwaukee WI
Phone: 414-915-0327 | Fax 41-265-3067
Email: idealadminsolution@gmail.com
Website: www.idealadminsolution.org

PA/SS / Karen James
England | Phone:(00 44) 0795 267 1189
Email: Karen@pa-secretarialservices.co.uk
Website: http://www.pa-secretarialservices.co.uk
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Personnel Matters LLC / Debbie Elsner
Lafayette, IN
Email:debbie@debbieelsner.com
Website: www.debbieelsner.com
Prestige Virtual Services / Tina Floyd
Charlotte, NC | Phone: 336-986-1058
Email: tgf@prestigevirtualservices.com
Website: www.prestigevirtualservices.com

Stein Web Services / Cassandra Stein
Limburg, Germany
Phone: +49 (0) 6431 973536
Email: cassandra@steinwebservices.com
Website: http://steinwebservices
Sun Rise Virtual Solutions /Jules Burnell
Iowa, USA | Phone 712-560-4083
Email: jules@sunrisevirtualsolutions.com
Website: www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com

Rebecca Quinn Business Solutions
Studio City CA 91604
Phone: 888-422-6111 | Fax: 888-422-6111
Email: info@rebeccaquinn.com
Website: http://rebeccaquinn.com

Tangled Webb Solutions LLC / Jennifer Hansen
Cinnaminson, NJ 08077
Phone: 215-240-6025 | Fax: 215-689-2491
Email: jenniferh@tangled-webb.com
Website: http://www.tangled-webb.com

Sage Virtual Assistance/Shelley Halpain
4516 Crestridge Road
Fair Oaks, CA 95628 | Phone: 916-425-8088
Website: www.sageva.com
Email: shelley@sageva.com

Target Stars/LaTosha Johnson
Website: http://www.targetstars.com/
Phone: 877.427.2261 | Fax: 740.422.2261
Email: targetstarsinfo@targetstars.com

Second Self Virtual Assistance / Pamela Cendejas
Lake Havasu City, AZ 86406
Phone: 866-921-5364 | Fax: 928-505-6373
Website: www.ThinkSecondSelf.com
Email: info@thinksecondself.com
Shore Office Services/Jo-Carol Carpenter
Post Office Box 3326
Toms River , New Jersey 08757-3758
Phone: (732) 820-1391 Office (800) 403 2334
Website: www.shoreofficeservices.com
Email: info@shoreofficeservices.com

The Office Virtuoso/Kathleen Vargas
PO Box 471, Midlothian, IL 60445
Phone: (708) 385-2920 | Fax: (708) 385-2920
Email: kvargas@theofficevirtuoso.com
Website: www.theofficevirtuoso.com
TKM Virtual Services / Kim Wesley
Hanover, MD 21076-1140
Phone: 443-618-6249 Email: kim@kimawesley.com
Website: www.tkmvirtualservices.com
The Virtual Office Goddess LLC / Lily E. Chambers
Phone: 303-437-3712 | Boulder, Colorado
Website: www.virtualofficegoddess.com
Email: Lily@virtualofficegoddess.com

SHARGO USA / Stacey Virgo
Lake Mary, FL 32795
Phone: 407-864-5800 | Fax: 305-675-6186
Email: shargo@shargo.us
Website: www.shargo.us

Thompson Assistants / Jennifer Thompson
De Kalb, Illinois | Phone: 815.761.9279
Email: jennifer@thompsonassistants.com
Website: www.thompsonassistants.com

SM Office Solutions/Winston Stewart
Phone: 513-442-0614 | Fax: 513-442-0614
Email: info@smofficesolutions.com
Website: http://hstrial-wstewart6.com/index.html

TNR Business Services, LLC. | Tawana Randall
McDnough, GA 30252 | Phone: 770-864-8342
Email: trandall@tnrbusinessservices.com
Website: www.tnrbusinessservices.com

STARR Paralegals, LLC | Pamela J. Starr
Phone: 404-317-0129 | Fax: 678-668-7954
Email: pjstarr@starrparalegals.com
Website: www.starrparalegals.com

Vintage VA Services / Devon Zimny
Lincoln, Ca | Phone: 916-337-6116
Email: devon@vintage-va.com
Website: www.vintage-va.com
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Uniquely40, LLC | Phyllis Jackson
Brooklyn, NY 11238 | Toll Free: 1-800-648-1093
Email: myofficeemail@uniquely40.com
Website: www.uniquely40.com

Valentine VA Services | Stephanie Valentine
Buffalo, New York | Phone: 716-474-9982
Email: svale07@yahoo.com
Website: www.virtualendeavors.com
Vineyard Virtual Services / Michele Wilcox
La Canada, CA
Phone 818-635-3252 | Fax 818-790-0228
Email: support@vineyardvirtualservices.com
Website: http://www.vineyardvirtualservices.com
Virtual Assistance by Jen / Jennifer Gallaher
Vancouver, WA 98666 | Phone: 360.450.2606
Email: virtualassistancebyjen@gmail.com
Website: www.virtualassistancebyjen.wordpress.com

Virtual Exec-Assist / Alice Wilson
New Albany, IN | Phone: 812-945-7423
Email: alice@virtualexec-assist.com
Website: http://www.virtualexec-assist.com
Virtual Legal Consultants | Lori Paul
Rohnert Park, CA 94927
Phone 800-905-4459 | Fax 800-234-1978
Email: lori@virtuallegalconsultants.com
Website: www.virtuallegalconsultants.com
Virtual Personal Assistant/Erika Yocom
14305 Central Avenue NW Albuquerque, NM 87121
Phone: 303.522.3221
Email: erika@vp-assistant.com
Website: www.vp-assistant.com
Virtual Writing and Communications/Mary H. Ruth
Snow Camp, NC | Phone: 336-376-6757
Email: mary@writingVA.com
Website: http://www.writingVA.com

Virtual Assistant /Ellen K. Johansen
Norway | Mobile: +47 911 50 990
Website: www.virtualassistant.no
Email: ellen@virtualassistant.no

Your Extra Pair of Hands / Patricia Eales
Oakville, Ontario, Canada
Phone: 905-465-9889
Fax: 905-847-7832
Email: patricia@extrapairofhands.ca
Website: http://extrapairofhands.ca

Virtual Business Partners, Inc./Vivi Gonzalez
Fort Myers, Florida
Phone: 1-888-800-1345
Website: www.VirtualBusinessPartners.com
Email: info@virtualbusinesspartners.com

Your Virtual Office Pro / Brandy Mattix
Elkhart, Indiana
Phone: 574-849-2807 | Fax: 888-893-4902
Email: Brandy@yourvirtualofficepro.com
Website: www.yourvirtualofficepro.com

Virtual Employee Services/J. Alecci
Milford, MI 48381
Phone: 248-714-5594 | Fax:248-714-5141
Email: virtualemployeeservices@comcast.net
Website: www.virtualemployeeservices.com

Virtual Excellence/Jackie Finch
P.O. Box 12354, Mill Creek, WA 98082
Mobile 425-501-4226 | Fax 615-503-4226
Email jackie@thevirtualexcellencepro.com
Website www.thevirtualexcellencepro.com
Virtually Exceptional Assistance | Andrea Bush
Germantown, Maryland
Phone: 240-688-7331 | Fax: 240-597-0899
Email: andrea@virtuallyexceptional.com
Website: www.virtuallyexceptional.com

To get listed in the
VA Directory Email:
andrea@tvemagazine.com
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All Source | Handbags and More
Phone: 1-800-745-0742
Email: thehandbagsource@hotmail.com
Website: www.allsource.weebly.com
Mary Kay Beauty Consultant | Michelle Arbore
Phone: (585) 506-6291
Website: www.marykay.com/marbore
Email: marbore@marykay.com
Top Mailing Lists | Helping you grow your business!
Phone: 1-800-745-0742
Email: andrea@topmailinglists.net
Website: www.topmailinglists.net

To get listed in the
VE Directory Email:
andrea@tvemagazine.com

Calendar of Events
Hilton Chicago
720 S. Michigan Ave
Chicago, IL 60605

December 7-11, 2009
Register Online @
http://www.searchenginestrategies.com/

Incisive Media
32-34 Broadwick
St, London

October 26, 2009
Register Online @
http://www.searchenginestrategies.com

Looking for trendy and fashionable handbags? Look no more. Take
a look in our store to see our wide selection of designer inspired
purses, wallets, cell phone holders, coin purses, and so much more.

Christmas is Near!

Click here to visit our online
handbag store today!

Great Bags & Accessories
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HAVE OFFICE, WILL TRAVEL…VIRTUALLY!
Sunrise Virtual Solutions is an off-site,
Virtual Assistance, independent contractor company.
I work from my fully equipped office to yours, helping
business owners and others with administrative tasks,
bookkeeping, web design, and transcription services.
With over 20 years of diversified experience and
professional skills, I am well qualified to meet the
needs of business owners in almost every
non-managerial aspect of their businesses and offer
cost-effective assistance with non-managerial duties.
Open Monday through Friday:
9:00am - 5:00pm
(Extended hours and weekends available by appointment.)
Phone: 712-560-4083

Email:
jules@smunet.net
Website:
http://www.sunrisevirtualsolutions.com

